MONDAY, FEB 8: ENGAGED LEARNING WEEK
A FOCUS ON ENGAGED LEARNING PROJECTS IN THE COMMUNITY OR
CREATIVE WORK INFLUENCED BY THE COMMUNITY

PRESENTATIONS SCHEDULE
12:30  WELCOME by Susan Kress, Executive Director of Engaged Learning
12:35  INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS by Devon Skerritt, Assistant Director of Employer
       Relations, Hegi Career Center

COMMUNITY SERVICE and INTERNSHIP PANELS (all panels are followed by Q&A)

PANEL 1
12:50  Interventions for Latino/ Individuals with Psychosis
       Miguel Gutierrez ’16 – FINA; Mentor: Dr. Nia Parson
12:55  Learn to Dream
       Keya Tollossa ’16 – MGMT; Mentor: Dr. Karin Quinones

PANEL 2
1:10  Dental Care Lessons in Panama
       Reagan Rexford ’16 – BIOLSC; Mentor: Dr. Sveta Radyuk
1:15  City of Dallas Environmental Internship
       Nohemi Mora ’16 – ENVENG; Mentor: Dr. Andrew Quicksall
1:20  Crossing Borders to Changing Identities
       Sarah Rahimi ’16 – HIST; Mentor: Dr. Jill Kelly

PANEL 3
1:35  SMU English Literacy and Life Skills Program (ELLiS)
       Nariana Sands ’16 – CS; Mentor: Ms. Linda Evans
1:40  GiddyUp: The Technological Solution for Campus Transportation
       Patrick Leopard II ’16 – CS; Mentor: Mr. Mark Fontenot
1:45  Gentrification in Paris: A Comparative Analysis
       Nicholas Lyos ’16 – FINA; Mentor: Ms. Paola Buckley

PANEL 4
2:00  Education and inclusion of immigrant students: The importance of language and
culture in the classroom
       Laura Buckley ’16 – ANTH, FLFREN, SPAN; Mentor: Dr. Paola Buckley
2:05  Students, Sustainability, and Schooling: Undergraduate Perspectives on Campus Initiatives
       Annika Rieger ’16 – SOCI; Mentor: Dr. Debra Branch
2:10  Breaking the Cycle of Incarceration
       Hena Rafiq ’16 – HMRTS, PLSC; Mentor: Dr. Sheri Kunovich
2:15  Disaster Relief Logistics in Nepal
       Paul Lujan ’16 – ENVENG; Mentor: Dr. Andrew Quicksall
\textbf{Panel 5}

2:35 \textit{Methods for Minorities}  
Briana Monsalve ‘16 – PLSC; Mentor: Dr. Owen Lynch

2:40 \textit{A 'Bazaar' Account: Analysis of Financial Accounting Risks and Controls in Dallas and Istanbul Retail Shops}  
Myra Noshahi ‘16 – ACCT; Mentor: Dr. Barry Bryan

2:45 \textit{Validation and Application of a New Measure of Expressed Emotion}  
Taylor Kainer ‘16 – ECON, PSYCH; Mentor: Dr. Michael Chmielewski

\textbf{Creative Projects Panels}

3:00 \textit{Introductory Comments} by Dr. Gretchen Smith, Associate Professor, Head of Theater Studies, Meadows

\textbf{Panel 6}

3:10 \textit{Lift Every Voice and Sing}  
Maya Jones ‘16 - MUED, VOIC; Mentor: Mr. Clyde Valentin, Director of Ignite, the Arts and Urbanism Initiative at SMU's Meadows School of the Arts

Becca Rothstein ‘16 – THEA; Mentor: Dr. Gretchen Smith

3:20 \textit{Shifting Images of Urban Dance: Collaboration and Personal}  
Emily Bernet ‘16 - DANCPF; Mentor: Dr. Shelley Berg

\textbf{Panel 7}

3:35 \textit{National Theaters: A Comparative Study}  
George Colligan ’16 – HMRTS, HIST; Mentor: Dr. Gretchen Smith

3:40 \textit{Expose, Educate, Empower}  
Laura Dupper ’16 – THEA; Mentor: Dr. Gretchen Smith

3:45 \textit{Las Locas Luchadoras}  
Darian Fardghassemi ‘16 – ACCT, FILM; Mentor: Ms. Paula Goldberg

\textbf{Panel 8}

4:00 \textit{Glitteromenon}  
Dylan Guerra ’16 – THEA; Mentor: Dr. Gretchen Smith

4:05 \textit{Investigating Dialects of English}  
Dagny Sanson ’16 – THEA; Mentor: Dr. Anne Schilling

4:10 \textit{Alive to See}  
Holly Settoon ’16 – THEA; Mentor: Dr. Gretchen Smith

\textbf{Panel 9}

4:25 \textit{An Ode to My Grandfather}  
Su Hyun ’16 – ADV; Mentor: Ms. Michele Houston

4:30 \textit{Pieces}  
Ryan Blitzer ’16 – FILM; Mentor: Dr. Mark Kerins

4:35 \textit{The Development of Residential Commons at SMU}  
Jamie Hinz ‘16 – ACCT; Mentor: Dr. Tom Tunk